The new functions of quantitatively medicine simulating and operating by computer (QMSOC).
The preliminary results from integration-evaluation on a set of 310 binary relations in current data base of the new research Quantitatively Medicine Simulating and Operating by Computer (QMSOC) are presented in this paper. Through the function derived from the reciprocity in analysis of conditions, subjects and objects, in the given biomedical events, the number of routes for observation of glucagon and insulin was increased by 38.1% and 136.4% over the conventional object-oriented searching, respectively. The intersection operation of condition sets indicates that it is possible through QMSOC to increase markedly the degree of definity of causality of biomedical events. 70 new binary quantitative relations have been created through operator 1, achieving an increment of 22.6% over the total of original binary relations in the data base. The characteristics and the significance of QMSOC are discussed.